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SERIE 160

Sealing unit for incorporation – single station

TCE260A
The standard sealing unit TCE 260A
(by conduction or by induction), has
been
specially designed for incorporation on
automatic filling and capping
machines.
These units are designed for the sealing
of pre-cut aluminium or PET lids.

Changing sizes is quick and easy and
the height (with auto-blocking system)
can be adjusted hence the polyvalence
and the flexibility of the unit (standard
units can deal with diameters ranging
from 25 to 100 mm).

PHOTO NON CONTRACTUELLE

The machine takes the pre-cut lid,
places it on the jar and seals it all in one
operation. Sealing and positioning of
the lid are perfectly reproducible.
Only one station is required for the
sealing operation, with an average
turnout 20 operations per minute.

The unit is equipped with a vertical magazine that can hold between 500 to 800 lids, and which
is placed on the front of the unit. It is then very easy to load the magazine or to change it to
another size lid.
These units exist in a full version, with electric box and touch screen and in specific versions
for OEMs. They can be adapted to your particular specifications (e.g. without electric box,
volume, protective glazing).
This unit is a component to be incorporated by fully skilled staff. Ce module est un composant
à intégrer par du personnel qualifié. Il n'est pas fonctionnel et n'est pas certifié CE en l'état.
The electrical junction, the mechanical incorporation and the compliance to the safety standard
upgrade are the integrator’s responsibilities; the integrator remains the responsible of the CE
certification of his own machine, including the TCE260A unit.
Videos and layout available on requests: equipement@embatherm.com
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